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**Introduction**

Materials relating to Eastman’s work with Missouri Opinion Analysis which conducted a variety of public opinion polls and surveys. Also contains a variety of Missouri maps, several photographs, and materials relating to development on the Meramec River.

**Box List**

**Box 1**
Columbia Attitude Survey, 1980
- Record of Household Contact, #1-160

**Box 2**
Columbia Attitude Survey, 1980
- Record of Household Contact, #161-335

**Box 3**
Columbia Attitude Survey, 1980
- Record of Household Contact, #336-520

**Box 4**
Columbia Attitude Survey, 1980
- Record of Household Contact, #521-660
- Record of Household Contact, Miscellaneous
- Sample Frame

**Box 5**
Columbia Attitude Survey, 1980
- Commission Contacts
- Training
- Interviewer Assignments
- Miscellaneous
- Final Report
- Interviewer Records
- Codebook
- Preparatory City Department Materials

**Box 6**
Columbia Attitude Survey, 1980
- Preparatory City Department Materials
- Survey Analyses
- Correspondence and Financial Records (General)
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Box 7
Election Polling
Miscellaneous and University of Missouri Surveys
Meramec Dam Survey

Box 8
Meramec Dam Survey
Photographs
   St. Louis Buildings (Fan-fold lithographs)
   University of Missouri-Columbia, Columns
   Unidentified Woman
Lantern Slides (Hannibal, Missouri and miscellaneous)
Art-Pattern Scrapbooks
Street Guide of St. Louis and St. Louis County with Map, 1960

OVERSIZE (Location: UO-6)
Maps
   Boone County, Missouri, Highway and Road Map
   Missouri Electric Transmission Lines, 1956
   Missouri Railroad Junctions, 1958
   Illinois, Madison County, 1973
Topographical Maps
   Centertown Quadrangle
   Centralia Quadrangle
   Columbia Quadrangle
   Fulton Quadrangle
   Millersburg Quadrangle
   Sturgeon Quadrangle

Posters
   Save the Meramec (10)
   Leick for Congress/Stop Meramec Dam
Photograph, University of Missouri Columns